Positive Design

Purpose - this is a popular theme in IS research. Perhaps I could align and publish something for IRIS.

Vision - use positive thinking as a hypothesis and attempt to test the hypothesis in a destructive manner (like the CO2 OR paper).
Grants

Performing happy organization through the use of ISO 9000

What under Kow talk? He likes to spend time in meetings with "important people" discussing the latest potions and ideas. He is involved with local politics.

Kow is good in shaky and discuss on a broad level. Her needs help when it comes to implementing the details. He may be nice, and his work description is great. He needs help in implementing.
How is better than one when it comes to the answers and broad lines. I could have few lines, and I should do numbers that can be useful for implication.

Kerr's paper:

**Purpose** = prepare for discussion & see if there is anything for me.

**Vision/Goal** = make a mind map

Van Stone:

Problem?

Parameters?

Input?
Problem = §160

Hypothesis/model = PPD